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The Probability Archive:  Essence, uncertainty, and the ‘Olduvai imperative.’  
 
John Hartley, AM 






Starting from a local problem with finding an archival clip on YouTube, this paper expands 
to consider the nature of archives in general. It considers the technological, communicative 
and philosophical characteristics of archives over three historical periods: 1) Modern „essence 
archives‟ – museums and galleries organised around the concept of objectivity and realism; 
2) Postmodern mediation archives – broadcast TV systems, which I argue were also „essence 
archives,‟ albeit a transitional form; and 3) Network or „probability archives‟ – YouTube and 
the internet, which are organised around the concept of probability. The paper goes on to 
argue the case for introducing quantum uncertainty and other aspects of probability theory 
into the humanities, in order to understand the way knowledge is collected, conserved, 
curated and communicated in the era of the internet. It is illustrated throughout by reference 
to the original technological 'affordance' – the Olduvai stone chopping tool. 
 
THIS PAPER BEGAN LIFE in rather the same way that the universe did. It was initiated by a 
singular event, which was immediately followed by a burst of inflationary expansion.
2
  
The singular event occurred in the course of an ARC-funded Discovery project that 
I‟m conducting with colleagues, on the topic of „Australian television and popular memory.‟3 
We set up a project website (www.TVLandAustralia.com) that included links to clips on 
YouTube. Some of these featured archival footage of early TV. But I had miscalculated, 
forgetting that Intellectual Property Rights trump „national heritage,‟ never mind „popular 
                                                 
1
 This version of the paper has not taken full account of the helpful reviews provided by the ICA reviewers. 
These will be addressed directly at the conference session. 
2
 See: www.lifesci.sussex.ac.uk/home/John_Gribbin/cosmo.htm: „Inflation is a general term for models of the 
very early Universe which involve a short period of extremely rapid (exponential) expansion, blowing the size 
of what is now the observable Universe up from a region far smaller than a proton to about the size of a 
grapefruit (or even bigger) in a small fraction of a second.‟ 
3
 John Hartley, Graeme Turner, Alan McKee, Sue Turnbull and Chris Healy (2008-12), „Australian television 
and popular memory: new approaches to the cultural history of the media in the project of nation-building.‟ 
ARC Discovery Project DP0879596. 
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memory,‟ every time. Our plans to upload and discuss archival footage as part of the project 
were duly thwarted when one of the clips we‟d linked to was suddenly deleted by YouTube, 
owing to (unstated) „terms of use violations.‟4  
That annoying „singularity‟ led very quickly to an exponential „inflation‟ of the 
problem. The unreliability of one clip got me thinking about archives as a whole; specifically, 
what sort of an archive „popular memory‟ might use, or indeed be, in its digital form at least. 
The idea that „popular memory‟ exists only inside the heads of the population, such that it can 
be accessed only by such techniques as oral history, was already under challenge, because so 
much of it can be found in – or reconstructed from – various existing archives, public and 
private, analogue and online, including those that we planned to mine for our project, namely:  
 Cultural institutions (including archives, museums, galleries and university 
collections), 
 Published works (not just academic titles but also „trade‟ publishing and popular 
ephemera such as weekly TV guides), 
 Industry accounts (interviews and oral histories conducted by the researchers and 
others; published memoirs of industry personnel), 
 Television programs (specifically the genre of TV-specials celebrating TV history, 
plus station Idents and logos that associate television with national values), 
 Fan and Pro-Am memorialisations (amateur and individual collections and 
celebrations, usually but not only on websites and personal collections). 
 
In our project, these „resource locations‟ were initially seen as essentially separate and 
distinct phenomena. Some of them were self-described as archives, some were not; but all 
could nevertheless be used as archives by us. Or so we thought. But the failure of our attempt 
to construct an archive of our own, by borrowing from or linking and adding to others online, 
raised a much more general question: what exactly is an archive, in the era of the internet? 
Suddenly, a singular question (where‟s my clip?) was inflated to a universal one (what is an 
archive?).   
                                                 
4
 It was a newsreel clip relating to a discussion about the claims of The Old Windmill in Brisbane to have been 
the site of the first experimental TV broadcast in Australia. The Brisbane transmission occurred in April 1934; 
but Chris Keating has tracked down an earlier event, at the Menzies Hotel in Melbourne, in September 1929: 
See: www.tvlandaustralia.com/uploadmemories/?p=43.  
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Institutions of memory 
If you want to find something out, what do you do? Or, more precisely, where do you go? 
This is of course a time-based or historical question, closely correlated with communications 
technologies. In the analogue era, you could, for instance, go to:  
 oral social networks (your parents or peers or priesthoods),  
 media networks: publishing, journalism and works of the imagination in the broadcast 
or screen media (a good book, article or show),  
 privately held knowledge (from shop-windows and markets to corporate databases and 
copyrighted research),  
 public institutions charged with collecting, preserving, and making accessible various 
types of cultural and heritage material (galleries, libraries, archives and museums), 
 disciplinary sciences and experts (schools, universities, and specialist professions). 
 
Without extending it any further, this partial list already covers a wide spectrum of 
knowledge-sources, ranging from informal (although not unorganised) types in oral and 
visual culture up to some of the most august institutions on earth. Each type has its own long 
history, some stretching back to pre-modern times, which may include tensions and conflicts 
with other types. All of them rely on particular communications technologies, from speech or 
visual display to publishing and broadcasting. By such means, knowledge, including 
memory, has long since escaped the confines of the individual knowing subject. It is 
produced and archived exo-somatically – externally to the individual – by various institutions 
of memory. 
Since the emergence of the internet, these institutional forms have also become 
increasingly available online. In the process, they have become part of a gigantic global (or 
globalising) archive, their various types of knowledge linked and searchable by individual 
users, who thus gain unprecedented access to information on a previously unimaginable 
scale. This is as much an archive of memory (subjective) as it is of knowledge (objective). 
The same materials can serve both ends; and as everyone knows, it is not always clear at first 
glance whether a given nugget of online information belongs to one end of that gradient or 
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the other.  „Finding out‟ (or, negatively, „being found out‟) in such a context is re-ordering 
established relationships of trust: authority is not automatically accorded to august 
institutions with classical porticos, i.e. to previous generations‟ investment in authority.  
At the same time, the differences between different types of knowledge institution are 
eroded. To take just one example from the list above, each type of public institution – 
galleries (artworks), libraries (books), archives (documents) and museums (artefacts) – has its 
own tradition of collection, curation, display and preservation, literally in different buildings 
in different parts of town, each with its own purposes, users, and social networks. Such 
knowledge was analogue, and not „interoperable‟ with others. But these historic differences 
were compromised as soon as public and cultural institutions begin to put their collections 
online. Artworks, publications, documents and artefacts „converged‟ (in Henry Jenkins‟ 
sense) as digital information. Before long, the institutions themselves began to converge too, 
consolidating previously autonomous structures into one „industry sector‟ – soon dubbed 
GLAM (Galleries, Libraries, Archives, Museums).
5
  
Once online, even such a broad sector is but one of many competing attractions for the 
user. Informal social networks, the media, commercial markets and public-sector providers, 
as well as myriad educational agencies, are all present online. Despite their manifold 
differences, however, from the point of view of the user they are all equally just one thing: 
potential information resources. Thus, whether or not this was their intention or their 
corporate mission, they have become part of a gigantic archive of exo-somatic knowledge, 
both objective and subjective. 
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See Wikipedia: GLAM (industry sector): http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GLAM_%28industry_sector%29, where 
the Australian Society of Archivists is credited with a GLAM Annual Conference dating from 2003.  
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What kind of archive is this? The internet has transformed the very idea of what an 
archive can be, and with it, how knowledge can be stored, shared, grown, and lost. Because 
of the scale of information available online, because the traditional boundaries between 
different types of knowledge are no longer reliable, and because of the ways that users can 
now navigate through multiple systems, I argue that we need a new conceptual framework to 
comprehend the nature of the archive; a framework that I suggest should be derived from 
probability theory.  
Learning from it, we may need to shift our disciplinary settings from inherited modernist 
determinism (linear or mechanical causal order), towards quantum probability (chaos, 
complexity, uncertainty). We may need to rethink the opposition between „objective‟ and 
„subjective‟ knowledge by integrating them with other kinds of distinction – between static 
and dynamic; fixed and iterative; residual and emergent; authoritative and uncertain. At that 
point we may need also to reconsider the ingrained habit that values one side of such 
polarities over the other. Meanwhile, probability‟s time has certainly come in the archive 
business.  
From objectivity to quantum theory 
Changes can be observed in the organisation of knowledge by looking at differences in 
archiving and display systems in the most prominent cultural institutions – institutions of 
knowledge – of successive periods. Thus, put simply, the modern period (roughly, the 
nineteenth century) was characterised by the museum; the postmodern (the twentieth century) 
by broadcasting; and the emergent (twenty-first century) global network system by the 
internet. Each type of archive is organised according to different principles. Thus:  
 Modern archives (museums, galleries) were organised around the concept of 
objectivity. They were located in physical space, contained physical objects, and 
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proposed a mechanical relation between the real and its representation. The visitor 
observes not a representation of the real but the real itself. The modern archive 
aspired to universal but coherently disciplined knowledge. I call these essence 
archives. 
 Postmodern archives (broadcast TV systems) were organised around the concept of 
mediation. They were time-based, contained „intangible‟ objects, and proposed – at 
least at the outset – a realistic relation between the sign and its referent. The viewer 
observes a representation that is motivated by a trace of the real within the sign. The 
archive aimed for indiscriminate but universal audiences. I call this an interim or 
transitional phase. 
 Network archives (YouTube, the internet) are organised around the concept of 
probability. They are digital, contain virtual objects, and propose an uncertain relation 
between what you see and what you get. The user co-creates content that may or may 
not be real. The archive aims for universally accessible and (re-)usable content.  I call 
these probability archives. 
The shift from Newtonian (mechanical) to quantum (probability) knowledge has been 
cumulative and historical, and the boundaries between the different types are not as clear-cut 
as the categorisation above implies. Nevertheless, I suggest that a transformation in the status 
of knowledge can now be observed in the difference between what I‟m calling „essence‟ and 
„probability‟ archives respectively. „Essence‟ archives are object-based; „probability‟ 
archives are user-based. In an „essence archive‟ such as a museum or gallery, each displayed 
object is collected and selected by experts for its intrinsic properties, which are themselves 
scientifically verified. There are elaborate systems in place to manage both the collection and 
its curators, with the emphasis on accuracy and expertise. But in a „probability archive‟ like 
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the internet, you don‟t know what you will find or who put it there. The status or even 
existence of individual objects is uncertain. They may be real or unreal, true or false, fact or 
fiction, original or copy. The productivity of the overall archive is unmanaged – knowledge is 
uploaded, archived, organised, debated and deleted by myriad users, not by minority 
expertise.  
Essence archives dominated modern culture, by which I mean Enlightenment-based 
industrialising countries of the modernising West. They were associated with the rise of 
mutually competitive nation-states during and following the nineteenth century. Probability 
archives are coming to dominate global culture and are a product of the collaborative 
network. They are associated with both global corporate culture (Google, Facebook, 
YouTube), and self-organised consumer co-created communities or what Charles Leadbeater 
(2010) has dubbed „cloud culture‟.  
For their part, broadcasting (cultural technology) and postmodernism (artistic-intellectual 
movement) may be seen – in hindsight – as transitional rather than transformational, an 
interim phase, rather like the so-called „Gutenberg parenthesis‟ (Pettit 2007), between these 
two archival systems – a period of excess/collapse or what Yuri Lotman (2010) calls „culture 
and explosion‟, presaging more fundamental rearrangements. Thus, broadcasting clearly 
contributed to the development of the network age, preparing the way for globally distributed 
hypertext in the separation of the sign from the referent, leading to „semiotic excess‟ (where 
signification is no longer anchored to „the real‟); and rehearsing, via media-connected 
„imagined‟ if not „virtual‟ communities, the type of social networks that would later dominate 
the internet. But at the same time, broadcast television relied on the same industrial-era mode 
of corporate organisation as other kinds of modern archive. It was a closed expert system 
where producers (collectors and curators) were radically separated from consumers, and 
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where control over what was gathered or produced, and how it was presented, remained at all 
times with the professionals.  
I argue that that the transformation of archival systems, relations and practices (taking 
place over the past century or so) can be characterised as a change in underlying theories of 
causation. Modern or „essence‟ archives were organised according to objectivity theory, 
where the intrinsic properties of an object directly cause what it „means‟. Network or 
„probability‟ archives are founded on the principle of uncertainty, where meanings may vary 
according to their position, momentum, and a version of the „observer effect‟. In short, they 
are organised according to quantum theory.  
Modernity’s essence archive 
The essence archive is a deterministic type of store, based on a Newtonian, mechanical or 
linear theory of causation.  
The cultural institutions whose emergence accompanied the rise of the nation state in 
the nineteenth century (Bennett 1995) are nowadays collectively known as the GLAM sector. 
They are all essence archives. They collect, catalogue, conserve and curate individual objects 
whose value is intrinsic to the object: this Rembrandt is not a fake; that book is not 
plagiarised; those manuscripts are original; our artefact is not a plaster-cast. Each object is 
objective; its properties can be determined by empirical observation. „Essence theory‟ 
requires that every object is explicable by its intrinsic properties. 
A good example of an essence archive is the British Museum (BM). The whole point 
about the artefacts in the BM is that they are what they appear to be – all real, no sign. For 
instance, the oldest object in the Museum, the first known technological invention, and 
therefore earliest precursor of the internet, is the Olduvai stone chopping tool. The important 
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thing about this bit of basalt is its essence – it alone, and not any other thing, is the oldest 
wrought object, so old that it pre-dates our species. It was made nearly two million years ago 
by the earliest hominid, Homo habilis (Leakey et al. 1964). This claim is based on its 
essential or intrinsic properties, established by various scientific tests, whose importance is 
emphasised in the BM‟s online catalogue.6  
Broadcast TV as essence archive 
The difference between „public culture‟ and „private entertainment‟ has been a continuing rift 
throughout the modernist era, making it seem that there is little in common between national 
GLAM cultural institutions and commercial pop-culture media. But I argue that broadcasting 
too is an essence archive, even though it is time-based rather than bricks-and-mortar, not so 
much a store as a stream, and not purposed as an archive at all in its own estimation – it only 
becomes an archive in the hands of audiences, whose desire to use broadcast TV as an 
archive was demonstrated as soon as they were technologically able to use it as one, first in 
the analogue form of video-stores, then online via Tivo, Hulu, etc., and finally by being able 
to archive broadcast content for themselves by uploading, editing and commenting on clips.  
However much the audience‟s „will to archive‟ was thwarted by broadcasting 
organisations, I‟m arguing nonetheless that broadcasting was (and still is) an essence archive 
in the sense that its „collection‟ is „displayed‟ on the same terms as are artefacts in a museum 
or artworks in a gallery. Broadcast TV as a „business model‟ traded in individual shows, 
owned by the exhibiting institution (TV Channel) not by private collectors. Each program had 
its own intrinsic value, merit, or generic properties, and although viewers could choose 
among different channels, each show was produced, paid for and watched on the basis of its 
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 „Olduvai stone chopping tool, from Olduvai Gorge, Tanzania, 1.8-2 million years old. Made nearly two million 
years ago, stone tools such as this are the first known technological invention. This one is the oldest object in 




essential (or immanent) merits, which viewers could only experience one at a time. The 
„business model‟ required a kind of connoisseurship on the part of audiences, who were 
encouraged to choose this rather than that timeslot, station and show according to their 
estimation of the intrinsic qualities of whatever was on air at a given moment.  
For example, one of the most-praised episodes of the evergreen sci-fi series Dr Who 
in recent years was Blink (2007).
7
 It co-starred Oscar-nominated Carey Mulligan and featured 
some of the scariest „stone chopping tools‟ you would ever meet – aliens that look like 
marble statues of angels, which move when you‟re not looking, and kill you if you blink.8 
Like the Olduvai stone chopping tool, Blink was valued as such. Fans loved it,
9
 it won 
industry prizes,
10
 and the „weeping angels‟ were revived in series 5 (Matt Smith/Karen Gillan 
2010).
11
 These accolades were won for its essential, intrinsic qualities as an individual 
episode, albeit in a series that goes back forty years, in a crowded TV schedule, with myriad 
competing attractions.  
I‟m trying to suggest that despite their different technologies and histories, and their 
sometimes daggers-drawn mutual relationship, the value proposition of the broadcasting 
system is the same as that of GLAM archives. Like artworks, books, documents, and 
artefacts, TV shows are exhibited on the basis of the intrinsic merit and attractiveness of the 
individual item. Further, like GLAM collections, broadcast TV is provider-driven. Experts in 
production (collecting), programming (curating) and promotion (audience maximisation) are 
                                                 
7
 See: www.dr-who.tv/Doctor_Who_Episode_Guide/Blink. 
8
 See: www.youtube.com/watch?v=lzWiSbL8pbw. The „Weeping Angels‟ are themselves a victim of 
Eisenberg‟s uncertainty principle and the so-called „observer effect‟. They are „quantum locked‟ – their 
speed is infinite when unobserved, but they cannot move when watched (See: scyfilove.com/2058/the-
weeping-angels-doctor-who-return-intrigues-blink-star-finlay-robertson/; and see: Wikipedia, Quantum Zeno 
Effect). The end of the episode suggests that viewers might want to be careful about blinking in front of 
some famous statues (see: www.flickr.com/photos/8047619@N08/544264972/). 
9
 See for instance: www.therpf.com/showthread.php?t=49264; and the reviews on Amazon.com: 
www.amazon.com/Doctor-Who-Complete-David-Tennant/dp/B000UVV2GA. 
10
 See: www.bbc.co.uk/doctorwho/s4/news/080512_news_01. 
11
 See: www.youtube.com/watch?v=r_jxOx0CMKA.  
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hired and fired on the basis of their value to the production process, which is corporately 
controlled and often vertically integrated, so that the same organisation owns each step of the 
process from inception to transmission, and that includes control of a „catalogue‟ of shows, 
series, movies or presenters amounting to an evolving archive. The corporate owner alone has 
access to this, releasing items on a schedule that suits their own purposes, not necessarily 
those of viewers, although they employ yet more (marketing) experts to keep these divergent 
desires in some sort of alignment.  
Thus, broadcast TV and cultural institutions are both „essence‟ storehouses from which 
viewer-visitors can choose among „content‟ that is already created, collected, curated, 
verified, valued and publicly released by experts. The first loyalty of the professional is to the 
corporate provider or sponsor, not directly to the viewer-visitor. But the broadcasting 
organisation prospers only to the extent that its range of experts and its repertoire of items are 
wide enough to persuade a sufficient number of casual visitors to stop by – here, and now – 
for what even the blurb-writers call „essential‟ viewing. 
From the point of view of the audience, broadcast TV‟s attraction is also similar to that of 
a museum. If you think this idea is far-fetched, remember that despite their high-culture tone, 
museums and art galleries are themselves among the most popular tourist attraction in world-
cities, attracting much the same mixed demographic as does TV.
12
 The experience of the 
„content‟ from the perspective of the visitor-viewer is also comparable. To access what one 
wants it is necessary to visit the institution (in time for TV; in place for GLAM). Each visit is 
competitive, because there is always the option of going elsewhere. But once the decision is 
made, whether it‟s the BM or the BBC, it is time-bound. Viewers can choose to spend that 
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 The Visit London site lists the British Museum, Tate Modern, National Gallery, Natural History Museum, 
London Eye, Science Museum, Victoria & Albert Museum, Madame Tussauds, Tower of London and 
National Maritime Museum as London‟s „top 10 attractions ... in order of popularity based on visitor 
numbers‟ (www.visitlondon.com/attractions/culture/top-ten-attractions). Only of them (the Eye) is 
unequivocally not a „GLAM‟ attraction.  
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time with old favourites or interesting new possibilities in a way that is idiosyncratic but 
nevertheless part of a large-scale popular experience. The „venue‟ is full of other people, 
unknown to and minimally interacting with each other, as each makes their chosen pathway 
through the content. In both cases enjoyment is centred about an object that cannot be 
„consumed‟ in the literal sense because the viewer-visitor never owns it. The motivation is 
the same in both cases: this object (or show ... or any other choice) is preferred over that one, 
in an experience that is nevertheless casual, non-committal, and non-instrumental. 
The probability archive 
I have argued that GLAM and broadcasting are modern and post-modern, respectively, but 
that both are still based on the concept of objective or intrinsic essence. It is only with the 
emergence of the internet that we can begin to speak of probability. With the internet, 
suddenly we are slap bang in the middle of a universe of quantum indeterminacy and 
stochastic random probabilities, a place where Bayesian inference, Heisenberg‟s uncertainty 
principle, and Schrödinger's cat rule the waves, where you can exist (or not) everywhere (and 
nowhere) at once (Brooks 2010).
13
 Here is where we encounter the emergent probability 
archive. 
It has taken a century or more for quantum theory to ripple out from physics and 
mathematics to media and the market.  Physics (realism) shifted from Newtonian mechanics 
to quantum uncertainty around the time of World War I – the well-known names are Niels 
Bohr, Werner Heisenberg, Max Planck. Language (postmodernism) went uncertain in the 
1960s and 70s – the well-known names are Barthes, Baudrillard, Derrida, Foucault. But 
commercial investment in probabilistic technology didn‟t catch up until the internet was at 
last able to accommodate video – a moment best marked by the launch of YouTube in 2005. 
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The archive evolved too. The „holotype‟ or first-described specimen of a probability 
archive was YouTube, of which the first book-length analysis appeared in 2009, by Jean 
Burgess and Joshua Green.
14
 Although YouTube‟s content is random and chaotic (no-one 
plans or manages what is uploaded) the probability is high that you‟ll find something related 
to what you‟re looking for, including the thing itself, often uploaded multiple times by 
different users. For instance, you can find out quite a lot about the examples mentioned so 
far, stone chopping tools from Olduvai to Blink, including chunks of the episode itself, 
uploaded by fans.
15
 You‟ll also find lots of other things, such as tribute vids, „related‟ 
content, reviews, links, and users‟ comments.16 Here emerges a different philosophy of 
collecting and keeping. Where the essence archive is devoted to an ideology of the coherent 
object, YouTube is organised around ‘found objects’ (i.e. the results of search functions or 
tags) – the probability of finding a specimen of a certain class rather than the certainty or 
essence of individual identity aspired to by museums and broadcasting. And „objects‟ may 
not retain the bodily integrity planned for them by their original creators. Fans will edit shows 
to foreground their favourite character, or re-edit clips to fit a favourite musical track, or 
simply „snip‟ clips to illustrate something else. In short, online „objects‟ have no essence.  
YouTube is a dynamic and evolutionary environment. Clips are not only added but 
they are also constantly removed, as for instance when the corporate lawyers for a particular 
property trawl through the archive issuing take-down notices. Under pressure from the 
copyright enforcement lobby, YouTube has recently introduced automatic detection and 
removal technologies. Where it was possible for copyright material to be uploaded by anyone 
and to remain accessible unless YouTube ordered it to be taken down, now the onus is on 
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 Jean Burgess & Joshua Green (2009) YouTube: Online video and participatory culture. Cambridge: Polity 
Press. 
15
 E.g. „start of dr who blink‟: www.youtube.com/watch?v=wvp1Y7SZVhA.    
16
 A tribute vid using Blink and Robbie Williams‟ song „Angels‟: www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-WkhGwIGo4; 
one of the comments it provoked was from a frustrated seeker of essence: „im getting so pissed off every1 
says that its real creepy but i can only find things like this with music i want the actual episode!!!‟  
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users to inform YouTube that automatically deleted material may be covered by „fair use‟ 
provisions and should therefore be restored. Thus uncertainty is structured into the very 
process of archiving. No-one – not the uploader, the copyright-holder, or the platform owner 
– knows if a given item will survive to be seen by others – as we found out when „our‟ clip 
on TVLandAustralia.com was unceremoniously deleted.  
Thus YouTube is an unreliable archive. You never know what you‟ll find or not find, 
and the archive changes constantly. A probability archive is random, complex, uncertain, 
indeterminate and evolving as to its contents at any given moment. But it is also contains 
much more information than a regular archive can manage: by YouTube‟s fifth birthday, it 
was estimated that 24 hours of footage were uploaded each minute, and it received two 
billion views a day (Delahunty 2010). Such productivity is only possible because it is not 
managed at the level of the individual item. So little were YouTube‟s founders concerned 
with „essence‟ that didn‟t initially know what the site as a whole was for – they let users 
decide on its purposes for themselves. As a result, while YouTube was neutral about itself, it 
was able to accommodate myriad purposes among its users. It is therefore not trading on the 
„essence‟ of its content, but on the „probability‟ that users will find – or make – what they 
want independently of the will of the „provider‟.  
This results in a self-organising system of increasing but self-managed complexity. 
The archive is a mixture of user-uploaded content, often copied from television or music 
videos, corporately uploaded content seeking an audience, and user-created content – which 
is itself often a hybrid of copied and creative elements, typically using video from TV, music 
from a commercial playlist, mixed and edited to produce something new by „vidders‟ who 
may themselves attract large followings for their work. Uniquely for a „mass medium‟ (if that 




Non-professional users may upload clips of favourite TV shows or music videos, both 
to signal their personal taste, socio-political affiliations or sense of identity, and also to share 
with others a sense of community or relationship, often by posting clips that comment on 
news events (politics, disasters, sport), thereby using „content‟ that is formally the property of 
corporate media firms (who regard its re-use as theft) to „signal, share and save‟ – to archive -
– their own private lives, loves and loathings. Then there are the more active users who make 
their own content, whether it is air-guitar sessions in the teenage bedroom such as the classic 
Hey Clip (2005),
17
 or hilarious home-made comedy from someone like Mychonny.
18
 Some of 
this stuff is so popular that it out-rates commercial (i.e. broadcast) entertainment (Hartley 
2010).  
Commercial interests also use YouTube directly for various purposes, including 
profiling, branding, audience-building, long-tail or niche marketing, education, community 
service initiatives or campaigning. Recently, led by Britain‟s Channel 4 Television, 
broadcasters have started to make revenue-share deals with YouTube to allow free access to 
popular shows – this is called „catch-up TV‟ or VOD (Video on Demand), making YouTube 
an archive for broadcasting itself. Reliability of content is gained, but only by ceding control 
over what is uploaded (and why) to the copyright-holding corporate provider (Barnett 2009). 
Another important function for YouTube is the distribution of not-for-profit content. 
Neither consumerist nor commercial, this may range from highly professional educational or 
public-service material such as TED, to localised community-building by non-professionals 
and activists. 
Plenitude of the sign 
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 See: www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_CSo1gOd48 – as a star video of YouTube there‟s little likelihood that the 
Hey Clip will ever be deleted. It had enjoyed 31.5m views when I last looked (October 2010). 
18
 See: www.youtube.com/user/mychonny: total upload views (October 2010): 36.7m.  
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Going back in time to the essence archive, it is easy to see – now that we‟re all familiar with 
an alternative, although it wasn‟t so obvious during modernism‟s monopolistic heyday – that 
essence is not what it appears to be. Bizarrely, given the effort to achieve authoritative 
authenticity and objectivity, it turns out that appearance plays a determining role in 
producing something we may have to start calling „the essence effect‟ rather than actual 
essence – an effect of display. In fact, once we‟ve been alerted to the vagaries of the 
probability archive, it seems increasingly doubtful whether it has ever been possible to be 
sure that such a thing as „this object‟ really exists in the essential or deterministic way that 
motivates the very idea of the modernist archive. For it was right here, inside the museum 
itself – the archetypal essence archive – that what it is (the real) began to part company from 
what it means (the sign), as soon as the stone was put on display. The questions „how do we 
know?‟ and „how can you find out?‟ took communicative form. The piece of stone became a 
signal, ceasing to be what it was (essence) and becoming something else: a sign.  
Semiotics is in principle the discipline studying everything which can be used in order to lie. If 
something cannot be used to tell as lie, conversely it cannot be used to tell the truth: it cannot in 
fact be used „to tell‟ at all (Eco, 1981).  
 
In a sense, it‟s lying to us (Eco, 1981; Hyde, 1998):19 
The Olduvai stone‟s „essence‟ isn‟t enough to guarantee its unique status as a sign. That 
has to be signalled by means of theatrical isolation in a large display case. It has to be 
narrated in order that it can be known.
20
 Its essence guaranteed by story. But, it turns out, this 
ur-text or holotype of all technology is far from unique. In fact the BM itself has several.
21
 I 
have also seen the „same‟ stones in the National Museum of Denmark and the Museum of 
                                                 
19
 Umberto Eco (1981) A Theory of Semiotics; Lewis Hyde (1998) Trickster Makes This World: How Disruptive 
Imagination Creates Culture, pp. 58-61. 
20
 See: www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/ykHw5-oqQEGFnvat1gavxA.  
21
 „In these early artefacts it is possible to see the first spark of creative genius that set humans apart from other 




Anatolian Civilizations in Turkey,
22
 and doubtless you can find them elsewhere too (check 
your local museum or department of anthropology). In the end, then, the intrinsic properties 
of an individual item are not what make it important. What counts is our experience of it as 
unique and original.  
Museums are location-based and analogue archives, so if enough people around the 
world are going to be able to experience it, the object has to be multiplied and distributed, 
rather as chunks of moon rock were chopped up and sent around the world – to universal 
wonder – in the 1970s. But if enough examples of a certain object are found, the individual 
essence of each item is compromised. The museum display itself begins to signify plenitude. 
There is evidently a law of diminishing returns in relation to the signifying power of the 
individual object. Hence, when one museum has lots of examples of a stone chopping tool, 
the display starts to signify „pattern‟ rather than „essence.‟ Similarly, moon rock drew round-
the-block crowds when it was first displayed. But now it has become banal. You can buy it 
online for forty bucks, and NASA gives chunks of it away – for example to Neil Armstrong, 
who named his sample „Bok‟.23  
The trick, then – the professional expertise of the GLAM archive – is not to collect, 
conserve and curate essence, but to find ways to signal it. The combined weight of expert 
skill and corporate organisation is devoted to providing the visitor with a feeling about 
essence. The „preferred reading‟ of the „motivated sign‟, as media scholars used to say 
(Chandler 2002, p. 235), is not the authority of objective essence at all. It‟s a feelings of awe 
that may well up if, in a competitive semiotic environment (a „society of the spectacle,‟ as it 
were), you (dear viewer) are willing to imagine this item as if it is the first human tool.  
                                                 
22
 www.natmus.dk/sw20374.asp; and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Museum_of_Anatolian_Civilizations. 
23
 Wales: www.amgueddfacymru.ac.uk/cy/Rhagor/erthygl/carregllauad/, 
www.museumwales.ac.uk/en/Rhagor/article/moonrock/; $40 moon rock: (www.meteorites-for-
sale.com/catalog/moon-boxes.html); Armstrong: (www.space.com/news/cs_060814_armstrong_bok.html). 
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The internet as a probability machine (or, how to cast the first stone) 
One way to increase the semiotic power of objects is to release them online. Here, you can 
begin to feel the incredible power of probability. Stone chopping tools abound; and what you 
can find out about them is unbounded.  
Here‟s one on Flickr. Someone has taken a picture of the „Homo Ergaster‟ exhibit in 
the Spitzer Hall of Human Origins at the American Natural History Museum in NYC. It is a 
dramatisation or re-enactment of the Olduvai stone chopping tool, showing an early hominid 
holding it.
 24
 Someone else has uploaded the same picture, and put a „lolcats‟-type caption on 
it: „Homo Ergaster couple hailing a cab.‟ Meanwhile, if you are interested in the actual place 
where this scene is imagined to have occurred, Olduvai Gorge in Tanzania, where the stone 
chopping tools were found, there are several videos from there, taken by tourists who 
captured both pictures of the setting and audio of their guide‟s commentary.25 You can gain a 
better understanding of the import of these discoveries, some of the science involved in 
finding them, and the cumulative theory-building process to which their discovery has 
contributed, if you listen to Louise Leakey, descendant of their discoverer, giving a TED Talk 
(Leakey 2007). 
In keeping with the shift from essence to experience, original to reproduction, 
expertise to DIY, you can learn how to make your own stone chopping tool, guided by 
several YouTube videos.
26
 Here is an instance of where the audio-video internet has a clear 
advantage over print-based or static-display museums. It‟s much easier to follow the actions 
of a practised flint-knapper on YouTube than to follow written instructions. But if you‟re still 
                                                 
24
 See: www.flickr.com/photos/wallyg/404063706/ for the exhibit shown „straight.‟ For lolcats see 
www.lolcats.com/. 
25
 See: Olduvai Gorge, Tanzania: www.youtube.com/watch?v=vMrPJlt1CY8; and The Scoop on Olduvai: 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=umwuqAljFVo. 
26
 See: „Techniques for Flintknapping: How to Make Stone Age Tools‟: www.youtube.com/watch?v=-




not confident about our own flint-knapping abilities, you can buy an authentic cast of an 
Olduvai stone tool, costing US$14.
27
 The firm that supplies the casts also provides an 
accompanying web page that explains the story of the stones.
28
  
The internet archives „meta‟ information about the stones, including of course the 
Wikipedia, which has numerous relevant entries, including one on the „Olduvai imperative,‟ 
an anthropological term for „the human desire or need to create tools.‟ Elsewhere, on 
YouTube, you can find bits of the history of storytelling about the stones; the historiography 
of DIY toolmaking, such as a 1947 film made for the Wellcome Foundation, called Stone Age 
Tools: Prehistoric Stoneworking Techniques. It is billed as: 
A demonstration by M. Leon Coutier, archaeologist and former President of the Societe 
Prehistorique Francaise, of his technique for making replicas of Palaeolithic tools and weapons, 
including hand-axes, scrapers, gravers and flint arrowheads. Filmed at the former Institute of 
Archaeology, Regent's Park, London in June 1947. An important archaeological record.‟29  
 
Amazingly unlikely 
All of these flakes of information lie higgledy piggledy about the internet, easily accessible 
via one of those stream-of-consciousness searches that can be so pleasurably time-consuming 
when you‟re looking for something else. The exercise makes you realise that Google isn‟t 
really a „search-engine‟; it‟s a „find-engine‟.30 It confirms the extent to which knowledge – 
even individual identity, whether that of an artefact or of the knowledge-seeking subject – is 
itself a „found object,‟ rendered into coherence and meaningfulness not by inner essence but 
via the pathways of agency that shoot through the potentiality (or „probability‟) of an 
                                                 
27
 See: OLDOWAN FLAKE TOOL, LOWER PALEOLITHIC, OLDUVAI GORGE, TANZANIA AFRICA: 
http://lithiccastinglab.com/cast-page/oldowanflaketoolcast.htm. 
28
 See: http://lithiccastinglab.com/index.htm. The illustrations are credited to the University of California-
Berkeley, Dept. of Anthropology Collection. The site claims to have received nearly 40 million hits in a little 
over seven years. Its credits read: „written, designed & the images are credited & copyrighted to Peter A. 
Bostrom. Technical advisor for all computer software and equipment is Linda Hewitt (my sister).‟  
29
 See: www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bu5eqBg5Lr4; and: http://catalogue.wellcome.ac.uk/record=b1663578~S3 
30
 On the search as „re-finding‟ see Halavais (2009). And see: Halavais (2009b). 
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When someone from a humanities background becomes aware of impressively large 
systems, such as the individual brain‟s billions of neurons, the billions of individuals in 
various populations (from bacteria to Homo sapiens), and of course the cosmos, where, in 
Eric Idle‟s immortal words, „our galaxy is only one of millions of billions/ In this amazing 
and expaynding universe‟, then the sensation of improbability is hard to avoid. As Idle (1983) 
so memorably put it:  
So remember, when you're feeling very small and insecure, 
How amazingly unlikely is your birth, 
And pray that there‟s intelligent life somewhere up in space, 
‟Cause there's bugger all down here on Earth. 
 
Note that these improbabilities – neurons, populations, galaxies – seem to be scale free 
versions of each other, and note further that the internet is a technological version of the same 
complex systemic structure. It both enables and is made of individual but networked agency, 
such that „identity‟ begins to look like nothing more essential than the „firing‟ of an 
individual neuron. Note all this and the „amazingly unlikely‟ probability of any individual 
existence, whether of an idea, a bacterium, a human or a star, becomes at least imaginable as 
an improbability ... of precisely cosmic proportions.  
The Veblen question 
The possibility that humanities scholars might be particularly fazed by this arises because our 
discipline is driven by three things that don‟t „scale up‟ very well:  
 meaning. We tend to prefer in-close investigation of the generative process of 
individual meanings, in textual analysis, including history and literature;  
                                                 
31
 See: www.hhmi.org/news/dan20090430.html; and: www.medgadget.com/archives/img/neurons_firing.jpg 
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 identity. We are always on the lookout for aspects of individual identity (gender, 
class, race, sexuality etc.) in ethnographic observation and cultural theory alike;  
 the human. We are concerned with how „the human‟ constitutes itself from within, 
by philosophy or „critical theory‟.  
In short we observe meanings and both individual and collective identity from the 
perspective of the observer. We are the very product of our own „observer effect‟.32 The 
challenge of the probability archive for humanities-based disciplinary domains (including 
cultural and media studies) is not simply a challenge to the status of objects or to our finding, 
gathering and archiving practices. It is a challenge to our own mode of knowing (Fig. 20).   
We are, in this respect, in the very same position today that economics was in more than a 
century ago. In 1898 the American economist Thorstein Veblen published a paper with a 
provocative question: „Why Is Economics Not an Evolutionary Science?‟ Veblen contrasted 
the „archaic‟ or „animistic‟ mode of thought, which sought to explain observed phenomena 
and causes from the point of view of the perception of the individual, with a „materialistic‟ or 
„modern impersonal method of knowledge‟, based on a „systematisation of facts‟ forced by 
large-scale technological and industrial processes (Veblen 1898). 
Veblen made the point that the transition from one mode of thought to the other is 
uneven, and that even the „classical tradition‟ of economic theory of his day retained aspects 
of archaic thought. But a shift from „animistic‟ (i.e. humanist) to materialist (i.e. 
evolutionary) modes of knowledge was, he concluded, only a matter of time:  
Provided the practical exigencies of modern industrial life continue of the same character as they 
now are, and so continue to enforce the impersonal method of knowledge, it is only a question of 
time when that (substantially animistic) habit of mind which proceeds on the notion of a definitive 
normality shall be displaced in the field of economic inquiry by that (substantially materialistic) 
                                                 
32
 In physics, the term observer effect refers to changes that the act of observation will make on the phenomenon 
being observed (Wikipedia: „Observer effect‟). 
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habit of mind which seeks a comprehension of facts in terms of a cumulative sequence (Veblen 
1898). 
 
Veblen was aware that humanist perceptions were regarded as being on a „higher‟ 
plane, or considered more worthy and of greater „ceremonial or aesthetic effect‟, but he was 
interested in „cumulative sequence‟, not values:  
But all that is beside the present point. Under the stress of modern technological exigencies, men's 
everyday habits of thought are falling into the lines that in the sciences constitute the evolutionary 
method; and knowledge which proceeds on a higher, more archaic plain is becoming alien and 
meaningless to them. The social and political sciences must follow the drift, for they are already 
caught in it (Veblen 1898). 
 
One of those „modern technological exigencies‟ is the probability archive. It tells us 
that the essence of objective, individual identity is a semiotic outcome of display and 
narrative, not a property of objects or of people. The probability archive teaches us that the 
achievement of any particular identity is almost infinitely improbable. Nonetheless, it is 
organised, systematic and predictable – at least in terms of overall (population-wide) 
probabilities. There‟s even a machine that demonstrates how order does indeed emerge from 
such chaotic complexity. It is called the Probability Machine or the Galton Board, after the 
mathematician Sir Francis Galton.
33
 
If what Veblen calls „men‟s everyday habits of thought‟ are better explained by 
probability theory and „cumulative sequence‟, then there is a disciplinary imperative for those 
who study communications and culture to move beyond our own habitual thinking and shift 
our disciplinary gaze from the critique of essence to the embrace of probability, including a 
„quantum‟ understanding of uncertainty and risk, and an evolutionary approach to the 
dynamics of change in our chosen domains of meaning, identity and the human. These are the 
                                                 
33
 For a „real‟ probability machine, see: IFA.com - Sir Francis: Probability Machine, Galton Board, Randomness 
Simulator, Quincunx: www.youtube.com/watch?v=AUSKTk9ENzg (this is the „pedagogic‟ model); and see: 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=9xUBhhM4vbM (this is the „Hollywood/marketing‟ model); and see: 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=oVt-LdF2BTU&feature=watch_response_rev (this one shows what happens 
when you let Schrödinger's cat touch your iPad).  
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probabilities that hover around us in the „cloud culture‟ of the internet when we use it to 
investigate the growth of knowledge. 
The Olduvai imperative 
Having cleared that up, we can now return to our original research project and, following the 
„Olduvai imperative‟ that explains our compulsion to create tools, we can begin to tackle the 
problem of archiving popular memory using the unreliable but immense resources of the 
internet, which is itself the latest successor to the Olduvai stone chopping tool, in the 
evolution of technology that signifies even as it shapes the real. What our particular example 
of a probability archive will look like remains uncertain, as we try to collect „popular 
memory‟ about television as part of the project of nation-building.  It seems likely that the 
very actions of observing and compiling an archive that seeks to understand a modern 
phenomenon (broadcast TV in a nation-state) using the affordances of networked knowledge 
(YouTube and Wikipedia) will alter the object of our studies. But that will have to be the 
subject of a later paper. 
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